EXPERT workshop, October 28-29 2019, Warsaw

Chairman **K. Rusek**  
**time of presentation [min]**

9:30 Ivan Mukha  25 [Status and prospects of EXPERT](#)  
9:55 Leonid Grigorenko  25 [Towards the EXPERT (bright!) future](#)  
10:20 Marek Pfutzner  20 [Study of exotic decays with the Warsaw OTPC](#)  
10:40 Marek Lewitowicz  20 [Experiments with ACTAR-TPS at GANIL](#)  
11:00 Emanuel Pollacco  20 [Generic Electronic System for TPCs for Nuclear Physics Experiments](#)  
11:40 Mikolaj Cwiok  20 [Development of active-target TPCs with strip readout at UW labs](#)  
12:00 coffee brake  20 (+ foto 10min)  30

Chairman **I. Mukha**

12:30 Krzysztof Rusek  20 [Heavy Ion Laboratory at the University of Warsaw](#)  
12:50 Maj Adam  20 [PARIS project - status, ongoing experiments and preliminary ideas of experiments at NUSTAR/FAIR](#)  
13:10 Fomichev Andrey  20 [RIB research at ACCULINNA-2](#)  
13:30 Chudoba Vratislav  15 [Participation of SUO in EXPERT topic](#)  
13:45 Muzalevski Ivan  10 [EXPERTroot: framework for simulation and data analysis](#)  
13:55 Sharov Pavel  10 [Pauli-principle drive correlations in 4n nuclear decays](#)  
14:05 Lunch